Abstract. Inspired by the work of Boris Vertman on refined analytic torsion for manifolds with boundary, in this paper we extend the construction of the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion to manifolds with boundary. We also compare it with the refined analytic torsion on manifolds with boundary. As a byproduct of the gluing formula for refined analytic torsion and the comparison theorem for the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion and the refined analytic torsion, we establish the gluing formula for the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion in the case that the Hermitian metric is flat.
Introduction
Let E be a flat complex vector bundle over a closed oriented odd dimensional manifold M . Braverman and Kappeler [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] defined and studied the refined analytic torsion for (M, E), which can be viewed as a refinement of the Ray-Singer torsion [22] and an analytic analogue of the Farber-Turaev torsion, [13, 14, 25, 26] . It was shown that the refined analytic torsion is closely related with the FarberTuraev torsion, [4, 5, 8, 16] . Burghelea and Haller [1, 2, 3] defined the complex valued Ray-Singer torsion associated to a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on a flat vector bundle over an arbitrary dimensional manifold and make an explicit conjecture between the Burghelea-Haller analytic torsion and the Farber-Turaev torsion. This conjecture was proved up to sign by Burghelea-Haller [3] and in full generality by Su-Zhang [24] . Cappell and Miller [12] used non-self-adjoint Laplace operators to define another complex valued analytic torsion and used the method in [23] to prove an extension of the Cheeger-Müller theorem, [11, 19, 20] , which states that the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion is equal to the Reidemeister torsion of the bundle E ⊕ E * , where E * denotes the dual bundle to E. By combining the absolute and relative boundary conditions, Vertman [27] applied the original construction of Braverman-Kappeler [4, 5] to a new setting. The proposed construction refines the square of the Ray-Singer torsion, but applies to compact manifolds with and without boundary. In a subsequent paper [28] Vertman derived a gluing formula for the refined analytic torsion in this setting under the assumption that the Hermitian metric is flat. Inspired by the construction of [27] , Su [23] extended the Burghelea-Haller analytic torsion to compact manifolds with boundary and compared it with the refined analytic torsion. In this paper we extend the construction of the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion to manifolds with boundary and compare the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion with the refined analytic torsion. As a byproduct of the gluing formula for refined analytic torsion [28] and the comparison theorem for the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion and the refined analytic torsion, we establish the gluing formula for the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion in the case that the Hermitian metric is flat. It would be interesting to establish the gluing formula for the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion in the case that the Hermitian metric is not necessarily flat.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we extend the construction of the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion to manifolds with boundary. In Section 3, we compare the extended Cappell-Miller analytic torsion with the refined analytic torsion. In Section 4, we establish the gluing formula for the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion in the case that the Hermitian metric is flat.
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The Cappell-Miller analytic torsion for manifolds with boundary
Inspired by the paper [27] , in this section we generalize the construction of the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion to manifolds with boundary.
2.1. The Cappell-Miller torsion for finite dimensional complexes. Given a complex vector space V of dimension l, the determinant line of V is the line Det(V ) := ∧ l V , where ∧ l V denotes the l-th exterior power of V . By definition, we set Det(0) := C. Further, we denote by Det(V ) −1 the dual line of Det(V ). Let
be a cochain complex of finite dimensional complex vector spaces. Denote by
There is a standard isomorphism, cf. [12, (6.9) ],
is a chain complex of finite dimensional complex vector spaces. Denote by
Then correspondingly there is a standard isomorphism, cf. [12, (6.16) 
Let c j ∈ Det(C j ) (j = 0, · · · , n) and denote by c 
where (−1)
Remark 2.1. Note that Braverman and Kappeler [5, (2-14) ] introduce a sign refined version of the standard isomorphism τ or τ ′ , cf. [12, 18] , to obtain various compatibility properties. Instead of this, Cappell and Miller introduce the total sign correction (−1)
The following proposition was proved in [12] .
is a finite bi-graded complex and the combinatorial Laplacian, 
2.2.
Fredholm complexes for compact manifolds. Let (M, g M ) be a compact oriented Riemannian manifold with boundary ∂M , possibly empty, where g M is the Riemannian metric on M . Suppose that E is a complex vector bundlle over M endowed with a flat connection ∇. The connection ∇ gives rise to a covariant differential on Ω • 0 (M, E), the space of smooth E-valued differential forms with compact support in the interior of the manifold M . We choose a Hermitian metric h E so that together with the Riemannian metric g M we can define an L 2 -inner product
. We choose the dual connection ∇ ′ with respect to h E satisfying the following property.
We then extend 
These extensions define Hilbert complexes in the following sense, as introduced in [9] .
Definition 2.3 ([9]). Let the Hilbert spaces
, and assume
This defines a complex (D, D) 
Furthermore the cohomology of Fredholm complexes (D min , ∇ min ) and (D max , ∇ max ) can be computed from the following smooth subcomplexes
respectively, where we denote by ι : ∂M → M the natural inclusion of the boundary.
2.3.
Non-self-adjoint Laplacian operators. The Riemannian metric g M and the fixed orientation on M give rise to the Hodge star operator ⋆, which induces an isomorphism on the spaces of forms Ω
• (M, E) and extends to L 2
• (M, E), also denote by ⋆. Using the Hodge star operator ⋆, we define the involution Γ = Γ(g M ) :
where r = 
When Γ restricted to appropriate domains, we have
It is easy to check that (∇ 
and
by an endomorphism-valued differential form of degree one, which can be viewed as a differential operator of degree zero. A differential operator of degree zero naturally extends to a bounded operator on the L 2 -Hilbert space, and hence does not pose additional restrictions on the domain, [27, P. 1995] . Therefore,
. We define the flat Laplace operators, associated to Hilbert complexes (D min , ∇ min ) and (D max , ∇ max ), respectively as follows: 
where C(λ) being any closed counterclockwise circle surrounding eigenvalues of absolute value in [0, λ] with no other eigenvalue inside. The dimension of the image
is a direct sum decomposition into closed subspaces of the Hilbert space L 
Hence, by (2.10) and (2.11), we have
. In particular, we have the following isomorphism
n .
Hence the Cappell-Miller torsion, cf. (2.5), can be viewed as an element of the complex line
Using the Poincaré duality, we also have the isomorphism
By (2.12) and (2.15), we have
Therefore, the Cappell-Miller torsion can be viewed as an element of the complex line
In particular, if n is odd, then, by (2.14), we also have
. Similarly, we have the Cappell-Miller torsion
and, for 0
rel has the same leading symbol with ∆ rel , the following zeta regularized determinant is well defined, cf. [27, Theorem 3.9],
We also define ∆ Theorem 2.7. The elements
are independent of the choice of λ ≥ 0.
Proof. For 0 ≤ µ < λ < ∞, one easily sees that
We also have 
Therefore, up to an isomorphism between Det H 
the canonical fusion isomorphism, cf. [5, Subsection 2.3]. Then µ E,E * (T rel/abs (∇)) can be viewed as the Cappell-Miller analytic torsions on the determinant lines Det H
• rel/abs (M, E ⊕ E * ).
Remark 2.11. Note that in the case that E is acyclic and the Hermitian metric h E is flat, these torsions are identical with the square of Ray-Singer analytic torsions on manifolds with boundary, cf. for example [29] . In the case that the Hermtian metric h E is flat, in this case E * = E, these torsions can be viewed as the Ray-Singer torsions on the determinant lines (Det H Proof. Consider a smooth family g M (t), t ∈ R of Riemannian metrics, varying only in the interior of M . Since the derivation of [12, (8.10) ] is of local nature, the variation formula of the Ray-Singer term [12, (8.10) ] is also valid in our case. By combining this with the variation formula of the algebraic formula in [12, Lemma 7 .1], which vanishes near the boundary, we obtain the result.
Comparison with the refined analytic torsion
In this section we compare the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion with the refined analytic torsion on odd dimensional manifolds with boundary.
Denote by
Simple computation shows that 
, is a direct sum decomposition into closed subspaces of the Hilbert space L where η( ∇) − rank ·η(B trivial ) is the ρ-invariant for the operator B, restricted to even forms, cf. [27] . The refined torsion ρ [0,λ] is an element of the determinant line
For j = 0, · · · , n, the chirality operator Γ defines an action on cohomology H j rel/abs (M, E), also denote by Γ, and let the sets {e j } and {Γe n−j } be the bases for H j rel (M, E) and H j abs (M, E) respectively. As a consequence of the construction of T min, [0,λ] and the choice of the sign in (2.5), the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion can be described as (3.4)
Denote by µ (M,E) the fusion isomorphism for graded vector spaces [5, (2.18) ]
then, by [28, P.29] and (3.4), we have
Here the integer ν(M, E) is given by the sum [5, (2-19) ] and [5, (4-2) ], respectively.
The following theorem gives the relationship between the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion and the refined analytic torsion.
Theorem 3.1. Let (E, ∇) be a flat complex vector bundle over an odd dimensional oriented compact Riemannian manifold M . Then
where B trivial is the odd signature operator of the trivial line bundle over M and ν(M, E) is defined in (3.6).
Proof. By (2.23) and (3.1), one easily sees that
Therefore, we have
Then, by combining (3.3), (3.5), (3.8) with (2.25), we obtain the result. 
Gluing formula for the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion
In this sectioin we first recall the definitons and facts that we need from [28] and then establish the gluing formula for the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion in the case that the Hermitian metric is flat. We establish the gluing formula (4.3) below by combining Theorem 3.1 with the gluing formula for refined analytic torsion, [28, Theorem 10.6] . Recall that the most intricate part of the discussion of the gluing formula for refined analytic torsion, [28, Theorem 10.6] , is the splitting formula, [28, Proposition 8.1], for the refined torsion ρ [0,λ] in the special case λ = 0, which is done by a careful analysis of long exact sequences in cohomology and Poincaré duality on manifolds with boundary. The discussion in [28] does not rely on the gluing formula of S. Vishik in [29] , where only the case of trivial representations is treated. Throughout this section, we assume that λ = 0. 4.1. Setup for the gluing formula. Let M = M 1 ∪ N M 2 be an odd dimensional oriented closed Riemannian manifold, where N is an embedded closed hypersurface of codimension one which seperates M into two pieces M 1 and M 2 such that M j , j = 1, 2 are compact Riemannian manifolds with boundary ∂M j = N and orientations induced from M . Suppose that ρ : π 1 (M ) → U (n, C) is a unitary representation and E = M × ρ C n is a flat bundle, where M is a universal covering space of M . We choose a flat connection ∇ and extend it to a covariant differential on Ω
• (M, E). Assume the metric structures (g M , h E ) to be product near the hypersurface N . More precisely, we identify, using the inward geodesic flow, a collar neighborhood U ⊂ M of the boundary ∂M diffeomorphically with (−ǫ, ǫ) × ∂M, ǫ > 0, where the hypersurface N is identified with {0} × N . The metric g M is product over the collar neighborhood of N , if over U it is given under the diffeomorphism φ :
The diffeomorphism U ∼ = (−ǫ, ǫ) × N shall be covered by a bundle isomorphism φ : E| U → (−ǫ, ǫ) × E| N . The Hermitian metric h E is product near the boundary, if it is preserved by the bundle isomorphism, i.e. if for all x ∈ (−ǫ, ǫ)
The restrictions of (E, ∇) to M j , j = 1, 2 give rise to the twisted de Rham complexes (Ω 
The operators ∇ j yield exterior derivatives on Ω 
Finally, we denote by Γ j the restriction of Γ and, correspondingly, ∆ rel/abs,j the restriction of ∆ rel/abs to M j , j = 1, 2.
4.2.
Spectrum for the Laplacian on the splitting manifold. Next we consider a complex, that takes the splitting M = M 1 ∪ N M 2 into account. Let ι j : N ֒→ M j , j = 1, 2 be the natural inclusions. Put
Denote the restrictions of the flat connection ∇ to M j , j = 1, 2, by ∇ j and extend the restrictions to operators on the complexes Ω
• (M j , E), j = 1, 2. We put further
This operation respects the transmission condition of Ω • (M 1 #M 2 , E) and further its square is obviously zero. Therefore ∇ S turns the graded vector space
In order to analyze the associated Laplace operators, consider first the operator ∇ * S , the adjoint to
with respect to the natural L 2 -norm of η. As a consequence of Stokes's formula we find for such elements ω ∈ D(∇ * S ) that the following transimission condition has to hold
where ⋆ also denotes the restriction of the usual Hodge star operator on M to
S of the complex (4.1) acts on the obvious domain of definition
The Dom(∆ S ) is defined as the completion of D(∆ S ) with respect to the graph topology norm. The Laplacian ∆ S with domain Dom(∆ S ) is a self-adjoint operator in the 
Canonical isomorphisms associated to long exact sequences. Consider the short exact sequences of complexes
The exactness at the first and the second complex of both sequences is clear by construction. The surjectivity of β and β ′ is clear, since Ω
• min (M j , E), j = 1, 2, consist of smooth differential forms over M j which are in particular smooth at the boundary. These short exact sequences of complexes induce long exact sequences on cohomology: 
The product of the Cappell-Miller analytic torsions is an element
E) .
In order to reorder the determinant lines in the gluing formula (4.3) appropriately, we introduce the flip isomorphism 
is induced by the long exact sequences on cohomology groups: The gluing formula (4.3) is established only in the case that the Hermitian metric is flat, i.e. the representation is unitary. Recall that the Cappell-Miller analytic torsion, in the case that the Hermitian metric is flat, can be viewed as the RaySinger torsion on the determinant lines (Det H
• (M, E)) 2 ∼ = Det H • (M, E ⊕ E), cf. Remark 2.11. It would be interesting to establish the gluing formula in the case that the Hermitian metric is not necessarily flat.
